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DESCRIPTION

PARTS

In this project you will create a range of object
stylizations to begin translating your knowledge
from Fundamentals of Graphic Design into the
digital sphere.

Part 1: Research
• List of Designer Traits, Part 1
• List of Process, Part 1
• Object Photos

Your goal in the project is to explore your
creative process. Rather than focusing on
specific outcomes/deliverables, you will be
creating sets of studies in order to examine how
you work and develop ideas.
Beginning with self-reflection, you will choose
an object that demonstrates part of your
practice as a graphic designer. You will then
create a total of twelve vector stylizations of
that object that use form, texture, and color to
imbue them with meaning and context.
Skills
• Basic knowledge of Illustrator
• Iterative approach to design
• Understanding of vector vs. raster art
• Introductory understanding and use of project
statements and presentations
Concepts
• Design-as-research-method
• Critical self-reflection
• Digital illustration
• Bezier curves

Part 2: Illustration
• Three Initial Drawings
• One Final Illustration
Part 3: Form and Letterform
• List of One-Word Descriptions
• Three Initial Stylizations
• One Finalized Stylization
Part 4: Marks and Texture
• List of Qualities
• List of Textures
• Collected Media Experiments
• Workspace Photos
• One Texture Composition (without object)
• Three Initial Stylizations
(at least 1 mark interaction, and
at least 1 texture interaction)
• One Finalized Stylization
Finalizing
For each part, you will make a finalized version.
These final versions are not due until the end of
the project. Final versions can mix techniques
from all parts (e.g. adding textures to the form/
letterform study). While the final pieces must
work together as a set, each piece must be
distinct from the others. Do not pick a set of
works that are minor variations of each other.
Remember to include your purely textural
composition (without object) as final study on
your board.

PROJECT DUE
Mon, Feb 11
Deliverables
• 1 “best of” selected study, 14×14˝
• 3 remaining finalized studies, 4×4˝
• Project Statement
• Presentation
• Documentation
Designboards
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OB J E CT I D EN T I T Y PRO JE CT
PAR T 1 : R E S E A R CH
In this project you will create an assortment
of studies in order to practice drawing with
vectors and to review your knowledge of
concepts like reduction of form, positive/
negative space, continuation, and closure.

“In some sense, every stage of the creative process is one of exploration, so it’s important to really
understand what it means: investigating, without preconception, as thoroughly and objectively as
possible. To envision an end result and work only toward that usually results in a formulaic response,
even cliché; it blinds a designer to potentially more inventive solutions.”
Timothy Samara

PART 1: RESEARCH
By looking through old work; taking notes; writing down self-perceptions; and doing a bit of
reflecting, make a handwritten list of traits that describe you as a designer. Then make a second list
that describes your design process. Limit yourself to 1-2 word descriptions. Save these lists in your
sketchbook, you will scan and use them later in the semester.
Next, find 10-12 physical things that are evocative of or that connote aspects of your identity, your
style, or your creative process. These should be everyday objects: either things that are regularly
part of your workspace or things that could function as symbols to represent some facet of you/your
process. Prefer banal objects over items referencing popular culture. This will permit you the most
creative freedom; the most successful work makes a boring thing interesting.
They cannot be your computer or phone. Do not pick objects that are already creatively stylized, such
as bobble-heads or figurines based on cartoons. They should also be something that you own or have
access to. You must be able to interact with it.
After gathering these objects, document them in hi-res photographs and keep them handy for later
in the semester. From your collection, choose one that you feel is most specific, unique, and/or
unusually tied to you.
Observe, document, and photograph your object. Understand it from all sides—as a physical object,
but also its history and place within the world. Your goal is to uncover and distill the defining
character of your object. Write a short set of notes documenting your brainstorming, research and
findings, and any links or sources you found.
Take three to five photographs of the object, all from different angles. If it is a common object, also
find photographs of different kinds or types of your object.
Bring your research notes and photographs to class for discussion.

as well as augment essential characstics; reﬁne and simplify, exaggerate
discard, elements as you did with the
pler, silhouetted version.

For this exercise, work with the same
subject as for the silhouetted icon study,
or choose a new one—arrive at a black
silhouette using the same process. Then,
also articulate components of the subject
that are both more detailed and dimensional: surface features, limbs or parts
that exist spatially in front of the silhouette’s contour, and so on /A /.
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A Comparison of a ﬂat, sihouetted icon used as a beginning point and the detailed icon

that resulted from introducing more information. Note how dimensionality is indicated
by the use of changing line weights and ﬁgure/ground reversal.
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Keep in mind the desired universality to
be achieved. Add details that help identify, as well as augment essential characteristics; reﬁne and simplify, exaggerate
and discard, elements as you did with the
simpler, silhouetted version.

In a second stage, revizualize the icon
using a highly exaggerated form language
/B /—only lines or planar forms, for
example, replicating the structure with
a pattern, or applying strategies from
previous exercises, such as mark isolaB Using the detailed icon above to experiment with
stylization
in the second
stage
Timothy.
Graphic
Design, 2012, pg 159.
tion, Samara,
blunt tracing
or Drawing
contour,forand
so on.

PART 2: ILLUSTRATION
Begin in your sketchbook. Using tracing paper or free-hand drawing, work out the form and
formal details of your illustration. Use thumbnail sketches to consider stylistic options, like
weight-of-line, cross-contour, closure, positive/negative space, repeated motifs, etc.
Collect your sketches together and Place (File > Place) them into an Illustrator Document.
Choose an artboard size and orientation that fits your object.
Digitally trace three different sketches, return to your sketchbook if you do not have enough
variety in your sketches. Using theB Using
Pen the
Tool,
start by tracing outer contours before filling in
detailed icon above to experiment with stylization in the second stage
details and cross-contours. Make larger elements, which you may wish to move/resize later, as
separate-but-overlapping shapes.
Evaluate your three ideas:
• Print each them twice. Large, filling the entire paper, and then smaller than an inch.
What changes?
• Which is the most recognizable?
• Which features are universal and which are specific to your individual object?
• How can you adjust the contours to be dynamic vs static, to use positive/negative space, to
feature continuation or closure of the form?
Bring printouts to class ready to discuss.

O
Letter/Icon Combination

This study supports analysis of
formal relationships between
typographic and pictorial imagery;
it further enhances the skills
addressed in the letter/letter combination exercise at left.

For this exercise’s ﬁrst stage, work with
one of the icons you have developed in
previous studies—integrating it with the
initial letter of its name, or with another
letter of your own choosing. Analyze the
icon’s overall shape and structure ﬁrst
to determine if it shares a fundamental,
structural relationship with a letter; this
may sometimes be true and at other
times, not—depending on the letter’s
style. The existing icon may need to be
adjusted slightly to better integrate with
the letterform /A /.

In a second stage, develop the combina-

Ideas

Create a fourth illustration by combining the aspects of your initial three illustrations and what
you learned from their successes and failures. If there are any crucial, interior details missing,
add them now. Referencing printouts at large and very small sizes, smooth the contours to
remove any roughness or distracting features and exaggerate the important details that are
Letter/Icon Combination
weakened by reduction. Make new printouts as you go.
Ideas for Development
This study supports analysis of
formal relationships between
typographic and pictorial imagery;
it further enhances the skills
addressed in the letter/letter combination exercise at left.
For this exercise’s ﬁrst stage, work with
one of the icons you have developed in
previous studies—integrating it with the
initial letter of its name, or with another
Samara, Timothy. Drawing for Graphic
pg 161.
letter ofDesign,
your own2012,
choosing.
Analyze the
icon’s overall shape and structure ﬁrst
to determine if it shares a fundamental,
structural relationship with a letter; this
may sometimes be true and at other
times, not—depending on the letter’s
style. The existing icon may need to be
adjusted slightly to better integrate with
the letterform /A /.

House the letter combination in a
geometric or organic shape; unify the
compositional relationship between
the two forms.
Support the letter combination with
pictorial imagery or nonpictorial
form language to create narrative.
Manipulate the letter combination
using a variety of drawing strategies
to test their effects on both its form
relationships between the two with regard to formal parity and contrast, given the style,
and potential
meaning.
size, position,
and interaction
of the letterform.

A Experiments with an icon and the initial letter of its name; note the differing, speciﬁc

Drawing

Use the letter combination as an

Level

primary
image, insteadcontrast, or reCreate a set of three stylizations investigating ways toidentifying
integrate,
obliterate,
of a pictorial image.
In a the
secondfinal
stage, develop
the combinaimagine two forms using
illustration
you created
in
Part
2
with a word from your lists.
Use this strategy to create a lettertion of icon and letter of its name in
based logo for a client.
A Experiments
with an icon
and the
initial letter
of
its
name;
note
the
differing,
speciﬁc
Use
contrast
and
positive/negative
space
in
your
experimentation.
Practice using various tools
tandem /B /. Draw both forms at the same
relationships between the two with regard to formal parity and contrast, given the style,
time, asanchor
a seamlesspoints
image; allow
the
size, position,
and interaction
of the letterform.
and
effects
to manipulate
or
a
graphic.
Understand
the
effects tools, especially
shaping of both the icon’s and letter’s
proportions,
gesture,to
andrely
detailing
their limitations, but do
not learn
ontothem as part of your design process.
mutually respond to each other. Be sure

to notedid
possible
between
Evaluate your work as you
in similarities
Part 2 to
create a fourth, finalized stylization.
parts, or all, of the icon’s form and those
of the letter’s counterspaces in and
around the strokes; these offer possibilities for ﬁgure-ground reversal. It may
also be interesting to extrapolate details
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OB JE C T I D EN T I T Y PRO JE CT
PAR T 4 : M A R KS A N D T EX T U R E

“Once a drawn image is brought into a digital environment—and further, given that drawing may
be accomplished digitally and photographically—it affords a designer new opportunities for
investigation and refinement, in which digital tools may be used to alter the original work, or the
drawing hybridized with photographic elements as a totality.”
Timothy Samara

In the second half of the project you will stylize your
previous work with additions of color, texture, gesture,
pattern, emotion, and implied movement.

Rubbing

This study establishes familiarity
with basic tools; creating directly
from a physical source helps build
conﬁdence.

Find a rough surface: for example, a wall
or sidewalk. Lay a sheet of paper on the
surface and rub the drawing tool across
the surface with varying degrees of pressure to transfer a relief of the surface’s
texture. Thinner, lighter-weight papers
work best. Harder graphite will capture
greater detail /A /; softer tools, such as
charcoal or wax crayons /B /, will capture
less and add more of their own textures.
Test different kinds of tools to see their
varied effects.

Exercises:
Beginning
Level

Support the gestural icon with a
single or ﬁeld-pattern gestural form
language motif.

Combine the gestural translation
with a contour, rough-trace drawing,
or ﬂat-plane drawing.

Use a gestural translation over a
photographic image.

Integrate a gestural translation
with a silhouetted icon of the same
subject; explore color differentiation
for each of the layers. Alternatively,
colorize the gestural translation as
white and use it to obliterate the
same silhouetted icon.

Based on your lists, do 5-7 thumbnail sketches of how the textures and quality from your list could
improve your illustration visually. Save these sketches as hi-res TIFF files.
Ideas for Development

Isolate characteristic form elements
as potential sources for marks. Using
any medium and method, deﬁne one,
two, or three gestural motifs that may
express different attributes; use them to
rapidly articulate the subject’s form /A /. If
desired, edit reiterations through obliteration to reduce and clarify. Note how each
unique form language supports understanding of the subject matter or seems
unrelated; further, consider how such
visual changes suggest new meanings.

Gestural Translation

Ideas for Development

Name the source of each rubbing;
scan and use the image masked
into, or to replace, a photographic
element related to it.

Consider the rubbing for how it feels
or associations it may suggest;
use the image as a background in a
context in which this feeling supports
the project’s overall message.

Scan the image and dramatically
enlarge it; combine it as a layer with
other kinds of imagery, using photomanipulation software.

MEDIA EXPERIMENTATION

Choose a subject of any kind. If the
subject is small, you may decide to work
from empirical observation. Alternatively,
you may work from photographs. Analyze
the subject to understand its essential
attributes: plane and axis structure;
contour shaping; angularity and curvilinearity; surface activity and texture; materiality; opacity or translucency; and so on.
Also consider the subject’s function—
what it does, how it works—as well as
any metaphor or association it evokes.

A Numerous studies of a single subject alternately exploit the textural qualities of

the tool, gestural movement in the marks’ application, and subject details to express
different qualities.

A Results with hard graphite (top) and soft crayon (bottom)

B A rubbing made from a built-up relief of cardboard pieces

Samara, Timothy. Drawing for Graphic Design, 2012, pg 139, 142, 153.

This study further explores reduction by enhancing observation and
editing skills; it integrates mark
isolation, gestural motif, and icon
strategies for expanded visual and
narrative potential.

Gestural Marks are isolated forms that evoke movement.
We can mentally mirror their creation, and they suggest
emotions and energy.

Invention

Drawing
/ for Graphic
Design

RESEARCH AND REFLECTION
Make a handwritten list, titled “Qualities,” of emotional or aesthetic qualities that your illustration
might benefit from. Mark the most important on this list. Then make a second handwritten list, titled
“Textures,” of textures (materials, surfaces, textiles) that could accomplish the quality marked from
your first list. Don’t be redundant, choose to articulate something about you that’s not shown in your
silhouette. Save these lists.

As an alternative to existing surfaces, try
creating one; build a relief by overlapping
bristol board or cardboard; tape or glue
down bundles of cord or thin wires, thin
plant stalks or hard leaves; then proceed
with the same rubbing method as for a
found surface.

Texture is the tactile qualities of objects we run our
hands over, the food we savor, and the sights we take
in. Fundamentally, texture is perceiving a material. They
are the contrasts of color and light that permit us to
understand the physicality of the world at a distance.
Rubbings and photographs contain such visual details,
transcribed onto a flat surface, that we endow with
the same tactilely—and sometimes even emotion and
character.

1x: 300 dpi
2x: 600 dpi
3x: 900 dpi
4x: 1200 dpi
8x: 2400 dpi

Drawing
/ for Graphic
Design

300 dpi is original size, if you need to enlarge your
scans, then choose a higher number. Beware of
scanners that lie about their highest resolution
(often called “enhanced” or “interpolated”), look
only for the scanner’s maximum optical resolution.

Invention

Scanning Tip
Most people will need to scan between 900-1200 dpi.

Exercises:
Beginning
Level

Read and review “From Pencil to Mouse and Beyond.” Read the first section, and skim the case
studies section.
Using analog methods, make gestural marks and motifs on paper that you will incorporate into a
stylization of your object. These could be used to obliterate, compliment, enhance, or deconstruct
your object. They may be created using any tools and techniques you are familiar with. However, you
will want to do this using mediums that are high contrast and on carefully chosen paper.
Make a hi-res scan of your gestural marks. Using Photoshop, adjust color and contrast to best
enhance the marks you want to use. Select and isolate the ones you will use, then save them as
individual PSD files.
Using trial and error, find the two best gestural marks or textures for your object. You may use either
Photoshop or Illustrator to composite a new stylization.
Take a photograph of your workspace when doing these studies and submit it with your project.
COMPOSITE EXPERIMENTATION
*** Do not image trace textures or marks! Doing so defeats, entirely, the point of combining vector and
raster graphics. This is because vector graphics have distinct, sometimes undesired, qualities—hardedges, a general flatness, and the recognizable forms of bezier curves. Image trace is even more
distinctive in how it leaves behind artifacts and, aesthetically, it associates your work with a lazy
process that frequently produces bad design.
Bring printouts of your two studies to class. Printouts should be 1×1˝ centered on an 8.5×11˝ sheet
and Scale To Fit centered on an 8.5×11˝ sheet. Four total printouts.
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Studies
Designer Traits
- patient
- open-minded
- indecisive
- organized
- inspired
- too many ideas
- perseverance

First Experimentation
Things
in my Workspace
Design Process
- lots of research on the background
& history of issue or object and
things associated with it
- super organized files
- asking for feedback from family
and friends to see how others
perceive my ideas This logo study features an
- creating a large number
of studies
owl sitting
in the letter O.
before picking oneThe
to focus
on andis meant to
letterform
refine
represent the tree hollows that
owls reside in. Though there are
a lot of polka-dots and lines,
the details did not get lost or
messy when scaled down.

For the second logo study, the letter C was taken and manipulated
into a crescent moon. I chose
to turn the C into a moon because
owls are nocturnal creatures associated
night and darkness.
Secondwith
Experimentation
A lot of the research I did on owls
The second
set of studies
were
incorporated
into myfeatures
logos.
a combination of line art and
silhouettes. Again, I think it is
still a bit coloring book style like
the first set of studies, but the
dotted scarf does help to create
a bit of dimension as it wraps
around the owl.

Third Experimentation

This logo study features an
owl sitting in the letter O.
The letterform is meant to
This logo study
features
anthat
represent
the tree
hollows
owl sitting
letterthere
O. are
owls
resideinin.the
Though
meant
to
This
logo
studyisfeatures
an
aThe
lotletterform
of polka-dots
and lines,
represent
tree
hollows
owl details
sittingthe
in
O. that
the
didthe
notletter
get lost
or
owls
reside
Though
there
The letterform
is meant
to are
messy
whenin.
scaled
down.
arepresent
lot of polka-dots
and lines,
the tree hollows
that
the
not getthere
lost orare
owlsdetails
reside did
in. Though
messy
scaled down.
a lot ofwhen
polka-dots
and lines,
thethe
details
did logo
not get
lostthe
or letFor
second
study,
messy
when
scaled
ter
C was
taken
and down.
manipulated

into a crescent moon. I chose
Forturn
the the
second
logo
study,because
the letto
C into
a moon
ter C are
wasnocturnal
taken andcreatures
manipulated
owls
asinto
a crescent
moon.
I chose
For the
second
logo
study,
the letsociated
with night
and
darkness.
turn
the
Cresearch
intoand
a moon
terlot
C of
was
taken
manipulated
Ato
the
I did because
on owls
The third set of studies were made withwere
blocky
silhouettes.
Itlogos.
isasalmost
owls
nocturnal
creatures
into
aare
crescent
moon.
I my
chose
incorporated
into
sociated
with
night
and darkness.
the inverted version of the others. Of all
the the
studies,
look
the most
to turn
C into
athese
moon
because
Aowls
lot
of
the
researchcreatures
I didmy
on logos.
owls
nocturnal
asdimension. I chose to work with this set
ofare
stylizations
for
were
incorporated
logos.
sociated
with nightinto
andmy
darkness.
A lot of the research I did on owls
were incorporated into my logos.

Thi

The most distinct features are
its eyes, polka-dotted scarf,
and the little bird companion.
This is my first set of studies.
I created very simple
outlines from three different
angles. I think these look quite
flat and might also be some- The third study once again usese
the letter O, but with modificathing you can find in a
tions. It is supposed to depict an
coloring book.
owl head. I sliced away the top of
the letterform, added the owl’s
ears, and finally incorporated its
face into the middle.

This logo study features an
For
the lastinstudy,
I usedO.the
owl
thefeatures
letter
Thissitting
logo
an
letter
S bystudy
flipping
it sideways.
The
letterform
is
meant
to
owl sitting
in the letter
O.
They
are supposed
to somewhat
represent
the
tree
hollows
that
The letterform
is meant
to
resemble
spectacles,
asthere
owlsare
are
owls
reside
in.tree
Though
represent
the
hollows
that
supposed
to represent
wisdom,
aowls
lot reside
of polka-dots
andthere
lines,are
in.
Though
knowledge,
andnot
strategy.
did
get
or
athe
lotdetails
of polka-dots
andlost
lines,
messy
when
scaled
down.
the details did not get
lost or
messy when scaled down.
For the second logo study, the letter
was
takenlogo
and study,
manipulated
For Cthe
second
the letinto
crescent
I chose
ter Cawas
taken moon.
and manipulated
to
turn
the
C
into
a
moon
because
into a crescent moon. I chose
owls
arethe
nocturnal
asto turn
C into a creatures
moon because
sociated
with night
and
darkness.
The
study
oncecreatures
again
usese
owlsthird
are nocturnal
asA lotletter
of the
Imodificadiddarkness.
on owls
the
O,research
but
withand
sociated
with
night
were
incorporated
into
myon
logos.
tions.
It the
is supposed
to
depict
an
A lot of
research
I did
owls
The
third
study
once
again
usese
owl
I sliced
away
the
top of
werehead.
incorporated
into
my logos.
the letterform,
letter O, butadded
with modificathe
the owl’s
tions.
It isstudy
supposed
to
depict
an
The third
once
again
usese
ears,
and
finally
incorporated
its
owl
head.
I
sliced
away
the top of
the letter
O, but
with modificaface
into the
middle.
the
letterform,
added
the
owl’s
tions. It is supposed to depict an
ears,
and finally
owl head.
I slicedincorporated
away the topits
of
face
into the middle.
the letterform,
added the owl’s
ears, and finally incorporated its
face into the middle.
For the last study, I used the
letter S by flipping it sideways.
They are supposed to somewhat
For the last
study, I used
the are
resemble
spectacles,
as owls
letter S byto
flipping
it sideways.
supposed
represent
wisdom,
They
arelast
supposed
somewhat
For the
study,
Itoused
the
knowledge,
and
strategy.
resemble
as owls are
letter S byspectacles,
flipping it sideways.
supposed
to represent
wisdom,
They are supposed
to somewhat
knowledge,
and strategy.
resemble spectacles,
as owls are
supposed to represent wisdom,
knowledge, and strategy.

The third
the inver
dimensio
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Part 2: Marks and Textures

Part 3: Color

Color Symbolism
meaning, defintion, explanation
watercolor

dry brush + acrylic

acrylic + watercolor

stryofoam edge + ink

ink

warmth, optimism

cheerful, confidence

excitement, boldness

peaceful, nature,
growth

loyalty, peace,
clarity

creativity, wise,
luxury

neutral, calm,
balance

evil, ominous

watercolor

To Summarize:
Depending on whether I want to depict the playful or ominous owl, any of these
colors above could be optimized. The warm colors would be helpful in the playful
owl and the cool colors in the ominous version.
charcoal

acyrlic + circle stencil

ink + rubbing alcohol

Final Logo

Crit Notes:
- Test out textures that would
extend outside of the object
- Try image traced textures
- Think of feeling I want to evoke
- Choose 1 stylization to work with
The final composition features moonlike textures throughout the main body
and the polka-dots on the scarf have
been modified to swirls. There are also
water-like drips on the bottom for a
more dynamic look. I chose to go with
complimentary colors, purple and
yellow. The purple was selected for its
association with wisdom, mystery and
magic; the yellow for energy and friendliness. While the colors are opposites on
the color wheel, bringing them together
helped to create a more vibrant look.

